Efficacy of
Invertebrate BCA’s

Testing efficacy in
Invertebrates
Invertebrates present unique challenges in efficacy testing

• They move
• They multiply
• They need different conditions depending on lifestage

• They will die – naturally or unnaturally or self-regulating
• Population dynamics affect the efficacy
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Efficacy as defined by
EPPO
EPPO standards relate to Plant Protection Products

• EPPO Standard PP 1/214 Principles of acceptable efficacy
• EPPO Standard PP 1/152 Design and analysis of efficacy evaluation trials

• EPPO Standard PP 1/213 Resistance risk analysis.
A set of standards are also published for efficacy of microbiological products
• Micro-organisms are defined by EC Regulation 1107/2009 (EC, 2009) as ‘any
microbiological entity, including lower fungi and viruses, cellular or non-cellular,
capable of replication or of transferring genetic material’. For microbial products, a
similar approach should be used as for chemical products. However, by their nature,
products based on micro-organisms may be highly specific in the pests that they
affect, or require specific environmental conditions to reach optimal effectiveness.
NO standards are published for Invertebrate BioControl Agents / Macrobiological
products
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Efficacy as defined by
EPPO

EPPO Standard PP 1/223(2) Introduction to the efficacy evaluation of plant
protection products
Based on EU criteria, the efficacy parameters which should be addressed for registration
purposes, and which are used as the basis of this guideline, are:

• direct efficacy (effectiveness);
• resistance risk;
• absence of unacceptable effects on plants or plant products
–phytotoxicity
–yield
–quality (including transformation processes)
–plants or plant parts used for propagation
–succeeding crops including substitute crops
–adjacent crops
–subsequently treated crops (effectiveness of tank cleaning)
• absence of unacceptable effects on production and production systems, in particular
on pollinators and natural enemies.
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Why can’t we use current
EPPO standards
EPPO guidelines for PPP are not applicable to Macrobiologocals:

Conventional PPP elicit a physiological response – a % of the population
will be susceptible
Resistance is brought about by detoxification mechanisms

IBCA work by infection/ predation/ parasitism which cannot be
compared to the above
IBCA need to overwhelm their prey/ host so outcome is dependent on
population size and density. If they cannot keep pace with the
population they will be ineffective
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Why can’t we use current EPPO standards

Applied PPP generally stay where they are applied

IBCA can fly or move to spread and establish

It would be more appropriate to compare to a PPP with fumigant

This can impact efficacy trials unless the test is spatially

action

separated or caged

I

Applied PPP have no choice element

IBCA can choose what they want to feed on or
parasitise
– if the conditions don’t suit they will not establish

Applied PPP usually work instantly and at high
pressure
It would belevels
more appropriate to compare to a PPP ingested

IBCA are mostly ‘preventative’ not usually curative

action

basis before the pest is seen

Introduction of low numbers on a regular and preventative

How is a BCA chosen?

In a paper published earlier this year van Lenteren at al discussed
how to assess viability of 13 species for Tuta absoluta control. In
conclusion:

Initial data will come from research –

The question of what would be the most effective natural enemy of
T. absoluta is not easy to answer, as tomato production conditions
and the pest spectra on tomato are widely varying across the world.
A multitude of factors will influence the control effect of a natural
enemy, including :
multitrophic and intraguild interactions,
availability of alternative prey/hosts/sugar sources,
Host plant resistance,
irrigation, fertilization,
neighbouring crops

Does it eat the pest?
How many can it eat?
The potential of the species as a predator/ parasitoid.
All of which can vary depending on conditions:
• Pest pressure
• Crop
• Conditions

Part of the selection process for a natural enemy to be useful in
commercial releases is also its ease of mass rearing and whether the
natural enemy is able to control other pests.

• Availability of other foodstuffs
van Lenteren, J.C., Lanzoni, A., Hemerik, L., Bueno, V.H.P., Bajonero Cuervo, J.G., Biondi, A.,
Burgio, G., Calvo, F.J., de Jong, P.W., López, S.N., Luna, M.G., Montes, F.C., Nieves, E.L.,
Aigbedion-Atalor, P.O., Riquelme Virgala, M.B., Sanchez, N.E., Urbaneja, A. 2021. The pest kill
rate of thirteen natural enemies as aggregate evaluation criterion of their biological control
potential of Tuta absoluta. Scientific Reports (2021) 11:10756;
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-021-90034-8

How is efficacy studied
Conventional methodology does not work with things that are
mobile
Many flying insects can spread over long distances particularly if
environmental conditions are right (e.g. wind speed). Therefore plot size
needs to be large.
Using caged plots changes the micro-environment in the cage.
Micro- experiments, such as in petri dishes can give a false positive as
when faced with only one food source a predator may eat it just to stay
alive
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Commercial ‘v’ Actual
Published data may indicate a macrobiological is a good candidate as a
control product but it’s capacity to be commercially produced needs to
be assessed also.
• Artificial production in high numbers
• Harvestable
• Packageable
• Transportable
• Releasable
• Licenced - Regulatory criteria for invertebrates are not efficacy based,
but rather based on environmental impact, for which establishment is
a negative characteristic
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Benefits of non-PPP
control
Apart from the obvious environment benefits

• Continue working after application
• Increase in number after application
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Conclusion
Macrobiologicals are an accepted and efficient way of
controlling pests on crops however the accepted routes for
testing efficacy are not always relevant to these products.
Products are initially selected based on recorded parameters of
predation/ parasitism.
Producers test these parameters in the lab and also the capacity
for production of a commercial product. Promising BCA will be
taken forward.
A specific set of testing regimes is used by the manufacturers to
assess functionality, reliability and success as a BCA dependant
on action of the BCA, pest controlled, suitability for production,
suitability for release and capacity to establish
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